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Ribas Prous’ Academy
In the following month of May, the Image Centre Mas Iglesias of Reus (C.I.M.I.R.) is going
to present the exhibition series Dialogues with East.
The sample of the Syrian photographer Nassouh Zaghlouleh entitled Silence in Damascus
opens its doors to an exhibition exchange project that aims, through the art of photography,
to promote dialogue and understanding between cultures. Two weeks later, this time at the
Ali Mustafa foundation in Damascus, the second part of the project will have its
inauguration with the exhibition of the Catalan photographer Llorenç Herrera, framed
within the context of the Ribas Prous’ Academy. Herrera being the first and most important
of the ‘Ribas Prous’ contributors, along side his exhibition on the theme of landscape, a
selection of works belonging to a project about Catalan Modernism which was carried out
by both photographers will be presented.
This first edition of Dialogues with East expects to emphasize, beyond the local field, the
significant work of two photographers who have marked a period from the Reus
Photographic Association. Lead by Josep Maria Ribas Prous, this master of masters,
indisputable artist and tireless photographer, has educated several generations of young
photographers, creating numerous groups of followers and admirers. Appreciated and loved
by his students, his way of life and photographic trend and thanks to his educational
vocation and to the success in the field of contests both nationally and internationally, today
we can speak of Ribas Prous’ Academy as an established fact.
Nassouh Zaghlouleh, LLorenç Herrera or Ribas Prous, are photographers of different
generations and languages; however, they share the same passion and rigor in filtering the
world around them through images: cities where they have lived, social realities where they
have been immersed, portraits of loved ones, naked, creative photography, landscapes…
As a commentary of the artist and writer Youssef Abdelké about the series Celebration of
Silence: …Zaghlouleh is more interested in the graphic value of landscapes than in
reproducing reality… The art of capturing the essence of known and loved places to resize
them as completely subjective assumptions is a complex and sophisticated gift that the
photographers of this project share, despite their technical or generational differences.
The C.I.M.I.R has the popular support of the Culture Ministry of Syria, Mustafa Ali
foundation and is included in the Instituto Cervantes of Damascus, in the Alliance of
Civilization program.
With the purpose that spectators who attend both exhibitions have access and they nurture
a restless and evocative creativity, the Dialogues with East exhibition series seeks to
understand the concept of the alliance of civilizations as a dialogue in which links the
outstanding cultural differences, by encouraging to a large extent the access to the
understanding of the other and not the change or cultural transformation.

Cecilia Lobel, Commissioner.
.

OBJECTIVES:
1_
The principal aim of this project is to propose a platform for cultural exchange
through contemporary art, particularly with photography.

2_
The ‘Instituto Cervantes’ has initiated a program called Alliance of Civilizations, a
project which fits perfectly with the objectives of the exhibition series Dialogues with East
suggested from CIMIR.

3_
In 2008, Barcelona was named permanent secretariat headquarters of the UPM
(Union for the Mediterranean) and recently the new Euro-Arabian Centre of Catalonia
has been created in the city. These facts favour the interest in proposing projects which
increase, encourage and strengthen the mutual understanding between East and West.

4_
To achieve that the visitors of both exhibitions !in Spain and in Syria! enjoy with
the visual culture, inviting them to recreate the aesthetic pleasure and encouraging them
to reflect, through art, about the world around them.

EXHIBITION PROJECT:
DESCRIPTION AND PROGRAM
In the middle of May 2010, the exhibition called Silence in Damascus will be presented in
the C.I.M.I.R, a selection of 25 works of the last series by the Syrian photographer
Nassouh Zaghlouleh. The series Celebration of Silence, composed of 50 photographs
made in 2007, is a voyage through light, the shadows and places of Damascus in which the
search for abstraction within its own representation of reality play an important role. Pure
photography which succeeds in capturing the essence of the Syrian capital.

Later, at the end of May, the ‘Instituto Cervantes’ of Damasus will present, in
collaboration with the Mustafa Ali Foundation in the city’s old quarter, the exhibition Ribas
Prous’ Academy. Photographs by Llorenç Herrera. The exhibition will show a selection
of 32 black and white, analogical photographs by Llorenç Herrera, centred on the
landscape of Tarragona province: the Ebro Delta, the Montsant, Mont Roig, etc., creating a
visual tour which proposes perspectives concentrating more on suggestion than on
documental narration of the territory. 75% of the selected works have been individually
awarded in different photographic contests around Spain, the main criteria being the quality
and uniqueness of each one of the exhibited works. In a parallel hall, an additional selection
of 8 coloured-photographs of The Gaudí Year series will be exhibited which Herrera made
together with J.M. Ribas Prous in 2004.

During both exhibitions the artists Nassouh Zaghlouleh in Reus and Llorenç Herrera in
Damascus will give talks.

ARTISTS
PRESENTATION

Nassouh Zaghlouleh

Damascus, 1958

After graduating from the Fine Arts School in Damascus, Zaghlouleh worked as a
photography professor until he felt the need to go to Paris to complete his studies at the
École Nationale Superiéure des Art Décoratifs. Parallel to his work as a set photographer
!producing more than 20 documentaries! he worked as a professional photographer for
prestigious magazines and news agencies. From 2003 he started giving photography
classes in the International Institute of Image and Sound (3IS) in Paris. Nowadays,
Zaghlouleh lives in Damascus continuously travelling back and forth between the two
capitals. He collaborates with the well-known Gallery Ayyam (Damascus, Lebanon, Dubai)
and gives photography classes in the Fine Arts School of the Syrian capital. To date,
Nassouh Zaghlouleh is considered as one of the most renowned Arab contemporary
photographers.

Images of the series Celebration of Silence by Nassouh Zaghlouleh

Llorenç Herrera

Batea (Terra Alta), 1948

A member of the Photographic Association of Reus since its beginnings, Llorenç Herrera
has obtained more than a hundred Honour Awards and First Prizes in Contests and State
shows. Twice the winner of the Gaudí Medal for Photography some of his exhibitions have
been on tour around Catalonia and have formed part of collective national exhibitions. His
numerous photographic projects or collaborations for public and private institutions having
exhibited at an individual and collective level in countries such as Argentina, Poland, Cuba,
the Dominican Republic, Estonia, Lithuania, Germany, Italy, etc. His vocation has led him to
giving various courses and conferences on photography around Spain. He has been an
important activist in the process of photographic recovery of the Tarragon province heritage
and throughout his photographic career, Llorenç Herrera especially stands out for his
creative investigation in the world of nature photography. Having been granted a research
fellowship in this sector he has used large and medium format cameras to transmit amply
and expertly, a nearly palpable proximity with nature and ecology.

A selection of images by Llorenç Herrera which will be part in the exhibition.

Josep Maria Ribas Prous Barcelona, 1940
With over 400 exhibitions in his career and 62 of his works in international museums and
private collections, Ribas has won around 1000 awards and numerous medals in prestigious
international shows: The Venus of Krakow (1979), Pavda of Moscow (1979 and 1981),
Grand Award Negtor (1982), or Arteder (1982), etc. He has been nominated as a member of
honour of several national and international entities and his portfolios have been published in
specialized magazines in Spain, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Finland,
Portugal, the USSR, etc. On the other hand, he has won all the possible titles of the
International Federation of Photographic Art: AFIAP Artist (1976), EFIAP Excellence (1981),
MFIAP Master (1985) and ESFIAP (1991). When the Agrupació Fotogràfica de Reus (AFR)
was founded, Ribas became the director and created the Historic Archives and thus founding
the city’s photo library. Teacher of several generations of young photographers he has given
over 2000 lectures. Nowadays, he gives frequent conferences on photography in talks and
workshops for art centres, schools and universities.

Images of the Group Project on Catalan Modernism by Llorenç Herrera and Ribas Prous
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